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ABSTRACT

We present a high-level overview of the cur-
rent state of the network architectures, proto-
cols, and technologies that will serve as the seed
for the optical Internet. We further propose that
a two-way ripple effect of technologies penetrat-
ing from the edge to the core and vice versa, and
the associated transformations that result, repre-
sent the keys to unlock the full potential of an
optical Internet.

INTRODUCTION
The term optical Internet has recently joined the
long list of overused and omnipresent terms in
the telecommunications and networking indus-
try. It is undoubtedly a term that immediately
evokes a certain irresistible aura of futuristic
networks and next-generation technologies.

The Internet itself, with its many protocols
and supported applications, is becoming the ref-
erence point for the multiservice network infra-
structure of tomorrow. The research community
and the networking industry are working at a
phenomenal rate — indeed, on “Internet time”
— to design and deploy the technologies, proto-
cols, networks, and services that will make that
goal a reality.

While many advertise that the optical Inter-
net is already here, we contend that there is still
a long way to go to realize such a vision. We
submit that the disruptive technology in the
march toward the optical Internet has been IP
itself. Admittedly, innovations in optical technol-
ogy (dense wavelength-division multiplexing,
DWDM, and optical amplifier technology in par-
ticular) have sustained traditional networking
applications and offered remarkable capacity
gains in recent years; the blistering pace of tech-
nology innovation in specialty fibers, forward
error correcting codes and optical layer manage-
ment, Raman amplification and gain equaliza-
tion, dispersion management, and optical
switching technologies has ushered in the age of

ultra-long-haul DWDM systems and changed the
economy of long-haul optical networking. But it
is the IP suite of protocols — a technology with
its roots in the desktop and enterprise environ-
ment once deemed unsuitable for the transport
network “mainstream” — that represents the
disruptive force which is slowly but surely creep-
ing “upmarket” [1] toward the core network,
with the introduction of multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) and its extensions to multipro-
tocol lambda switching (MPlS)/generalized
MPLS (GMPLS).

At the same time we propose that the real-
ization of the optical Internet will take place
only when the capabilities offered by optical
technology, available today primarily at the core
of the network, spread toward the edges, extend-
ing the optical reach as close as possible to the
final user. It is this two-way ripple effect of
technologies penetrating from the edge to the
core and vice versa, and the associated transfor-
mations that result from such a combination,
which represent the key that will unlock the
optical Internet.

Another issue that will be critical in the evolu-
tion toward the optical Internet is the design of
the control plane of next-generation optical inter-
networks. We introduce some of the concepts and
protocols under consideration to enable rich ser-
vices such as real-time “point-and-click” optical
channel provisioning, optical layer protection and
restoration, optical layer network topology auto-
discovery, optical layer traffic engineering, and
optical bandwidth services management. Some of
these features are common in a networking arena
that seemed, until now, widely disparate from
optical networks: IP networks and their upcoming
MPLS extensions. For this reason, the proposal
for an IP-centric control plane for next-genera-
tion optical networks and optical internetworks
based on MPlS, now classified under the generic
umbrella name of GMPLS, has emerged as a nat-
ural next step.

The remainder of this article is organized as
follows:
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• We outline some of the current major trans-
formations in the network infrastructure
that will form the seed for the evolution to
the optical Internet.

• We introduce our definition of the optical
Internet, some of its distinctive features,
and an argument in favor of the possibility
that such a global infrastructure will be
deployed sometime in the (near) future.

• We give a high-level view of some of the
network architectures that will be at the
heart of the optical Internet.

• We outline the service models and intercon-
nection models that will be possible for the
optical Internet.

• We dedicate some time to what we believe
will be the major challenge for the optical
Internet: the design and deployment of a
feature-rich unifying control plane.

• We summarize, present some conclusions,
and glance briefly beyond our current era.

MAJOR TRANSFORMATIONS IN
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

At this point in history it seems almost obligato-
ry to mention the explosion of traffic driven by
the Internet and associated applications, such as
the Web. In this section we focus on some of the
major transformations this growth is forcing on
the network infrastructures deployed by carriers
and service providers.

OPTICAL TRANSPORT AND
SWITCHING CAPACITY AND

ROUTER PACKET PROCESSING CAPACITY

From an architectural perspective, the growth in
data traffic demand is dramatically increasing the
rate at which bandwidth is managed in the net-
work core. High-capacity data network elements,
such as multigigabit and terabit IP routers, are
now available that provide statistical multiplexing
and traffic aggregation at the edge and the core
network, thus reducing the need for synchronous
optical network/digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH)
layer multiplexing [2] within the core. As a conse-
quence, service providers are now deploying high-
er-granularity digital switches (e.g., switching at
SONET STS-48 or SDH STM-16 rates). Howev-
er, as the capacity requirement and wavelength
bit rate further increase, network elements and
backbone architectures capable of managing
bandwidth at the optical channel level (i.e., inde-
pendent of the wavelength bit rate) will soon be
needed to ensure network scalability.

For the same reasons, it is becoming increas-
ingly efficient and economical to perform pro-
tection and restoration in the optical layer [3, 4].
In fact, a major network failure, such as a fiber
cut or node failure, would impact an extremely
large number of routers and IP flows, rendering
traditional IP restoration or even MPLS-based
restoration either intractable or too cumber-
some. Optical layer restoration can be carried
out at the optical channel (i.e., wavelength) level
or the optical multiplex section (i.e., fiber) level.
Different protection/restoration approaches are
possible, and therefore different optical network

architectures can be implemented (see [3] for a
more detailed account).

Historically, it has proven very difficult to
accurately predict emerging or growing traffic
patterns in the Internet, and we believe this dif-
ficulty will persist. Network planners need some
flexibility in the network to absorb this uncer-
tainty without the need for costly redesign or
locking into architectures that imply some
amount of stranded capacity. In the case of opti-
cal networks, this requirement translates into the
need for optical channel switching and rapid
end-to-end optical channel provisioning, enabled
by programmable optical crossconnects (OXCs)
and optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs).
These next-generation optical networks must
also be versatile because some service providers
may provide generic optical layer services (e.g.,
wavelength leasing services) that may not be spe-
cific to any particular digital clients.

Finally, it is important to note that the inher-
ent long distance characteristic of IP traffic [5]
leads to increasing values of the ratio of pass-
through vs. add/drop traffic at each node (larger
than 80/20) in the inner portion of the network
core. This has a direct impact on backbone net-
work efficiency, and makes the possibility of
deploying innovative core network architectures
very attractive.

THE OPTICAL INTERNET

NEXT-GENERATION INTERNET: DIFFSERV, VPNS
After more than 20 years of tremendous success
and growth, the time has come for the Internet
service model to evolve.

The IP networks of the next decade will have
to accommodate a global number of users that
increases at unprecedented rates, and who con-
nect at faster data rates due to the widespread
use of DSL, cable modems, and future 3G mobile
services. Each of these technologies has the
potential to multiply by 40 the current typical
access rate of 56 kb/s of analog modems. In the
enterprise segment the upcoming Gigabit and 10
Gigabit Ethernet revolution promises a similar
increase in traffic load, with several emergent ser-
vice providers building their business models
around the possibility of offering 100 Mb/s of
Internet connectivity at prices comparable to
those paid today for a T1 line (1.5 Mb/s).

But the next-generation Internet is not only
about more bandwidth; it is about new service
models and richer services. In a commercial con-
text, the flat best-effort service provided by the
network may not be the most appropriate any
longer: customers requiring the assurance of bet-
ter quality of service (QoS), and willing to pay
more, should be able to get better service than
customers paying for basic service [6].

A relatively new service architecture has been
proposed to extend the set of services provided
by the Internet, which is currently largely limited
to best-effort service.

The differentiated services (DiffServ) archi-
tecture proposal [7] approaches the problem of
QoS support from the point of view of allowing
for controlled unfairness in the use of network
resources. The DiffServ architecture aims at pro-
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viding simple and scalable service differentiation
by recognizing that most data flows generated by
different applications can ultimately be classified
into a few general categories (i.e., traffic class-
es). It does this by discriminating and treating
the data flows according to their traffic class,
thus providing a logical separation of the traffic
into the different classes [7].

It seems likely that a combination of DiffServ
and MPLS mechanisms will be deployed to
ensure QoS across intradomain and interdomain
networks.

Another major transformation in the upcom-
ing Internet will be the widespread use of virtual
private network (VPN) services, enabled by a
very scalable solution that combines MPLS and
Border Gateway Protocol v. 4 (BGP4) [8]. This
solution places no constraints on addressing
plans used by VPNs, and provides basic security
comparable to that provided by frame relay or
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)-based
VPNs, but without incurring the overhead and
complexity associated with the use of overlay
models or IPSec. In addition, this solution pro-
vides flexible and scalable support for QoS, with
a great deal of flexibility with respect to the con-
trol policies that can be assigned to a particular
class of service. This solution will also enable the
provision of end-to-end VPN services across
multiple service providers and carriers.

THE OPTICAL INTERNET AS THE
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR

NEXT-GENERATION INTERNET BACKBONES

As happens with any overused term, the term
optical Internet has multiple definitions. Our defi-
nition revolves around a basic premise: the optical
Internet will be built with IP/MPLS and the opti-
cal layer as the predominant networking layers.
This implies that the bulk of transport, switching,
multiplexing, and routing functions will be per-
formed only at those layers. The success of IP
technology is founded, among other factors, on
the wide diversity of link layer and lower layer

protocols supported by the IP protocol. We
believe that this diversity will continue, but it is
very likely that Ethernet and SONET/SDH will
be the predominant framing layers for the opti-
cal Internet. MPLS will provide the capabilities
required to deploy feature-rich data services, to
an arguable extent displacing ATM. Our defini-
tion of the optical Internet also critically depends
on the design and deployment of a unifying con-
trol plane, built around IP and MPLS control
protocols.

The optical Internet will also provide a new
set of capabilities, not present in current IP
backbone networks, for the dynamic provisioning
of optical bandwidth upon request of IP routers
and label switched routers (LSRs). This feature,
also known as optical bandwidth on demand, will
stretch the possibilities of the optical Internet in
terms of dynamic behavior and service flexibility.
New control interfaces, between routers and
optical networks, need to be developed to sup-
port this capability. These data and control
interfaces, known as the optical user–network
interface (O-UNI), are briefly described later.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURES:
A NEW BREED OF NETWORKS

The optical Internet will be built around innova-
tive network architectures that become possible
only after incorporating several recent techno-
logical developments in the areas of optical com-
ponents and networks and IP/MPLS protocols
and systems.

INNER CORE/OUTER CORE:
LATTICE NETWORKS FOR THE INNER CORE

Optical core networks, with several tens (or even
hundreds) of terabits per second aggregated
point-to-point capacity will be deployed in the
next few years, mainly driven by data and, in par-
ticular, IP/MPLS applications. These core net-
works will also exploit the benefits, in scalability
and cost efficiency, provided by optical switches.

From an infrastructure and management view-
point, the feasibility of such networks strongly
depends on the following key network components:
• Very high capacity optical line systems

(OLSs) — with both high wavelength bit rate
(up to 40 Gb/s) and large number of optical
channels per fiber (up to a few hundred)

• Various reconfigurable optical switching net-
work elements (e.g., OXCs and OADMs)

• A feature-rich optical layer control plane
composed of protocols and algorithms that
enable near-real-time optical channel provi-
sioning, optical layer restoration, and dis-
tributed network intelligence

• Interworking of the optical layer control
plane with IP core router protocols
Several recent technological improvements

have led to the availability of OLSs capable of
carrying tens of optical channels for several
thousands of kilometers without electronic
regeneration. These systems (referred to here-
after as ultra-long-reach OLSs) may use a combi-
nation of distributed Raman amplification,
out-of-band or “strong” forward error correcting

■ Figure 1. Possible future optical Internet architectures.
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(FEC) codes, amplifier gain control, and dynam-
ic dispersion management. Typical systems will
transport more than 100 wavelengths operating
at 2.5 or 10 Gb/s up to 4000 km without elec-
tronic regeneration [9].

The availability of ultra-long-reach optical
transport systems, together with some of the char-
acteristics of Internet traffic patterns, where flows
traveling distances longer than 1500 km between
source and destination predominate (e.g., the so-
called bicoastal traffic patterns in the United
States), will open the possibility of new backbone
network architectures. For example, these new
architectures might center around an inner core
composed of a reduced number of nodes (e.g., 10
percent of the overall number of core POPs in an
ISP), sometimes dubbed Tera-POPs, intercon-
nected through point-to-point ultra-long-reach
DWDM links (Fig. 1) in an optical mesh architec-
ture. Each of these Tera-POPs might consist of
one or more terabit LSRs, optical switches, and
the corresponding ultra-long-reach OLSs (Fig.
2).1 This configuration optimizes the required
optical bypass ratio, allowing for most of the traf-
fic to be switched at the optical layer. At the same
time, terabit LSRs, enabling traffic engineering
and DiffServ support, handle the IP traffic that
needs to be groomed and routed at each Tera-
POP. The inner core is very likely to provide 1+1
optical path protection or optical-channel shared
mesh restoration schemes (see [9] for a more
detailed account).

It is worth noticing that, due to the capabili-
ties of ultra-long-reach optical transport systems,
inner core architectures might resemble lattice
networks; two nodes (e.g., Los Angeles and New
York) which before were six hops away are now
separated by a single hop. Distance between
nodes in the inner core may no longer be a met-
ric of concern, at least from the IP perspective.
This fact has some interesting implications in the
optimization of routing algorithms and the inher-
ent network design problems.

This inner core would be surrounded by an
outer core consisting of networks of nodes called
GigaPOPs, with optical mesh and optical shared
protection rings as typical architectures for these
regional backbones.

METROPOLITAN OPTICAL RINGS,
OPTICAL GIGABIT ETHERNET, AND

“OPTICAL ETHERNET”

We expect that metropolitan area networks
(MANs) supporting Internet connectivity will
continue to be characterized by hub-and-spoke
or backhauling applications served by optical
dedicated protection rings, or optical shared pro-
tection and optical mesh restoration schemes
where more distributed traffic patterns dictate.

As new services emerge in the MAN environ-
ment, the nature of traffic in the network may
change quite radically. Time-of-day-sensitive
applications such as storage area networks lend
themselves well to a more flexible “pay-per-use”
model afforded by an MPlS/GMPLS-enabled
control plane. At the same time, a new and per-
haps unexpected player will soon enter the
metropolitan and wide area networking (WAN)
arenas. Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and the emerg-

ing 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE) will, for the
first time, reach beyond the local area network-
ing (LAN) environment, creating an unprece-
dented transformation in end-network services,
pricing structures, and technology integration.

As a result, we envision that the optical Inter-
net will have two facets: classical packet over
SONET/SDH (POS) in the core network, plus
GbE and 10 GbE signals transported over WDM
networks in MAN and very likely WAN environ-
ments. This so-called optical Ethernet will likely
become the de facto standard for gigabit Inter-
net connectivity. And, surprisingly, this may be
the case not only for enterprise customers, but
for residential services as well. Recent efforts
along with emerging carriers in Europe, Canada,
and the United States [13, references therein],
for example, provide a glimpse into a possible
future when GbE and 10 GbE services may be
as common as dialup, ISDN, cable modem, or
DSL services today.

SERVICE MODELS AND
INTERCONNECTION MODELS

THE OPTICAL INTERNET NETWORK MODEL:
UNI AND NNI

The network model considered in several of the
ongoing efforts for standardization of optical
internetworks (e.g., [10]) consists of IP routers
or LSRs attached to an optical network, and
connected to their peers over dynamically estab-
lished switched lightpaths (optical channel trails).
In many cases an ISP owns and deploys IP
routers and LSRs and interfaces with another
carrier, who in turn owns and operates the opti-
cal network elements. In some other cases it is
the ISP who owns all the IP routers, LSRs, and
optical network elements. The optical network is
assumed to consist of multiple optical subnet-
works interconnected by optical links in a gener-
al topology. This network may be multivendor.
In the near term, it may be expected that each
subnetwork will consist of a single vendor’s opti-

■ Figure 2. An example tera-POP functional internal architecture.
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cal network elements. This network model is
shown in Fig. 3.

This network model provides a clear separa-
tion of logical control interfaces at the client
optical network interface, referred to as the opti-
cal UNI (O-UNI), and at the optical subnetwork
interface, referred to as the optical network–net-
work interface (O-NNI).

The services defined at these interfaces
determine the type and amount of control
information that flows across them. It is, in
principle, possible to have a unified service
definition across both these interfaces such
that there is virtually no difference in the type
of control information that flows across them.
On the other hand, it may be required by the
several service providers and carriers involved
in the network architecture to minimize the
flow of control information, especially routing-
related information, over the O-UNI. In this
case, the O-UNI and O-NNI may look differ-
ent in some respects. 

Each of these interfaces can be categorized as
public or private, depending on network context
and service models. Routing information (i.e.,
topology state information) can be exchanged
across a private interface, without any restric-
tion; on the other hand, the amount and type of
routing information that can be exchanged across
a public interface may be limited by the use of
explicit restrictions (abstraction, filtration, etc.)
[10]. This distinction in the relationships that
may occur across private or public control inter-
faces, very similar to the intradomain vs. interdo-
main separation of routing information and
protocols in the Internet, is the source for the
different interconnection models (overlay, peer,
augmented) outlined below. With this distinction

taken into account, the network model is general
enough to accommodate all the possible deploy-
ment scenarios of carrier and service provider
interconnection.

INTERCONNECTION MODELS: OVERLAY MODEL,
PEER MODEL, AUGMENTED MODEL

The architecture alternatives for the optical
Internet model can be better understood if we
keep a clear separation between the data and
control planes of the O-UNI.

The optical network provides a service to
external entities (e.g., IP routers and LSRs) in
the form of coarse-granularity fixed-bandwidth
transport pipes (optical paths). Such optical
paths must necessarily be in place before com-
munication (at the IP layer) between IP routers
at the edge of the optical network can begin.
Thus, the data plane of such optical internet-
works is realized over an overlay network of
optical paths. On the other hand, IP routers and
optical network elements can have either a
client-server or peer relationship on the control
plane, especially regarding the implementation
of routing protocols that allow dynamic discov-
ery of IP endpoints attached to the optical net-
work. With this distinction in mind, it is clear
that the different possible network architectures
are defined essentially by the organization of the
control plane [10].

The different models for organization of the
control plane are referred to as the overlay
model, the peer model, and the augmented model;
they differ from each other in a number of ways.

First of all, their scope of application varies.
The overlay model is of interest to supercarriers,
optical backbone providers, and those ISPs

■ Figure 3. A high-level optical Internet architecture model.
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which lease optical infrastructure from optical
backbone providers. In this case the control
model calls for completely independent IP/MPLS
and optical layer control planes. The augmented
and peer models address the problem of tightly
integrated IP/MPLS and optical layers for opti-
mized optical internetworks. They are applicable
to ISPs that are also optical backbone providers,
and wish to integrate the design and operation
of the optical layer and IP layers for an opti-
mized optical internetwork.

Second, the models differ in the relationship
between address spaces and the exposure of opti-
cal layer topology to the IP/MPLS layer (and vice
versa). The overlay model uses independent
addressing schemes and mandatory opacity of the
optical layer network topology (i.e., the optical
layer network topology is not exposed at all to the
service layers). The peer and augmented models
follow a common addressing scheme (e.g., optical
network elements become IP addressable devices,
as noted in [11]), and allow for full or partial
opacity or transparency of the optical layer net-
work topology under administrative control.

The third parameter for variation is the way
in which routing protocols (next section) run on
the IP and optical layers. The overlay model is
based on two sets of separate and isolated proto-
col instances for both layers, while the peer
model uses a single common set of instances. In
between lies the augmented model, which uses
separate but coordinated instances (e.g., address-
ing and routing information may be shared
between both instances).

Finally, an additional variable is the way in
which label switching protocols (next section)
run on the IP/MPLS and optical layers. A single
monolithic label switching protocol would be
very interesting architecturally and administra-
tively because of its potential simplicity, concep-
tual integrity, and ease of management,
especially from the perspective of network oper-
ations control. But the semantics of label switch-
ing, and the establishment and maintenance of
label-based optical paths in an optical network
may be different from LSPs in MPLS networks.

Each model has a clear rationale. The ratio-
nale for the overlay model is based on the fact
that network providers and backbone builders
leasing optical channels to ISPs will not want to
disclose any information about the internal details
of the optical network infrastructure, such as
topology or capacity sharing due to shared
restoration. A client/server model is then the only
option for the relationship between the control
planes of the IP/MPLS layers and the optical
layer. On the other hand, the rationale for the
integrated and peer models is based on the fact
that service providers (ISPs, backbone builders)
that deploy and control IP routers, LSRs, and
optical networking equipment can optimize the
design and runtime control of their optical inter-
networks. Moreover, past experiences with over-
lay models (IP over ATM) provide some useful
insights regarding the problems associated with
these models (e.g., mapping between UNI and
NNI, routing scalability). As the optical layer
becomes more analogous to ATM (in the sense
of providing virtual circuits, VCs), the same prob-
lems can be expected for optical internetworks.

For example, the classical IP over ATM over-
lay model presents some scalability issues due to
the amount of routing information that must be
exchanged in response to a topology change. In
the case of IP routers connected by a full mesh of
ATM VCs, the number of immediate neighbors
to any router equals the number of routers around
the ATM cloud minus 1 (itself). The number of
VCs required to form such full mesh equals n(n –
1)/2, where n is the number of routers. And the
number of adjacencies any router keeps equals n
– 1. Adjacencies enable a router to keep track of
which other routers are directly connected to it,
including whether any links between them are
operational or not, and are used to exchange
routing information with those neighbors. It can
be shown that the amount of routing information
that needs to be exchanged in such a network in
response to a topology change can be as much as
on the order of n4 [14]. This can lead to a serious
scalability problem when n is large.

The Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP)
can be used to solve this problem because it
allows routers to establish VCs over which they
can send data without having to establish a rout-
ing adjacency between them. On the other hand,
this approach presents some problems, including
the need to deploy and run several NHRP
servers, much like ATM Address Resolution
Protocol (ATMARP) servers; the possibility of
introducing persistent forwarding loops; and the
lack of multicast support.

In the case of interworking between the
IP/MPLS and optical layers, the lightpaths are
analogous to ATM VCs, and the optical network
elements are analogous to ATM switches. Clear-
ly, a client/server model will suffer from the
same set of problems already encountered in the
IP over ATM overlay model.

While the debate rages as to which will
emerge as the dominant model, from a broad
perspective, the initiatives underway in the IETF
and elsewhere, when taken together, provide a
framework from which the appropriate service
model can emerge. Depending on the carrier or
service provider’s application, and whether they
own, manage, and maintain either the IP routers,
the optical transport networking equipment, or
both, the framework will allow for either sepa-
rate and distinct or converged control planes.

A UNIFYING CONTROL PLANE FOR
THE OPTICAL INTERNET

We expect optical component and systems tech-
nology will continue to evolve very rapidly, with
additional disruptive technologies coming into
place in the next few years. An overall network
architecture for the optical Internet that allows
gradual and seamless introduction of these dis-
ruptive technologies into the network without
time-consuming and costly changes is therefore
fundamental. There is a certain consensus around
the idea that a flexible control plane capable of
providing rich functionality in terms of routing
and signaling, while at the same time hiding ven-
dor-specific implementations or administrative
policies, will be one of the most critical elements
for the realization of the optical Internet.
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The challenge for the IP optical research and
industry communities is how to build a control
plane for the optical layer (and an interlayer con-
trol plane between the optical and IP/MPLS lay-
ers) capable of accommodating, within a single
encompassing framework and set of protocols,
all the possible service and interconnection mod-
els described earlier. The possibility of designing
such a control plane is at hand, thanks to the
flexibility introduced by several control protocols
already present in the IP and MPLS layers.

The basic philosophy for the control plane
advocated by the MPlS/GMPLS concept can be
summarized as follows: the control plane is com-
posed of a set of IP/MPLS-centric algorithms
and distributed protocols running in all the
nodes of the optical internetwork. A set of rout-
ing protocols and algorithms —based on appro-
priate “optical” extensions to Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF), Intermediate System to
Intermediate System (IS-IS), or BGP — main-
tains a synchronized network topology database,
and advertises topology state information to
maintain and refresh that database. A constraint-
based routing algorithm on each node may then
use the information in the topology database
and other relevant details to compute appropri-
ate paths (for primary and restoration optical
paths) through the optical domain. Once a path
is computed, a signaling protocol (actually an
extended or tailored version thereof) such as
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) or con-
straint-based routing Label Distribution Protocol
(CR-LDP) can be used to instantiate the path.
Optical paths can then be maintained (rear-
ranged or terminated) as LSPs.

In general, a whole range of IP-based service
applications and powerful resource optimization
algorithms together with new and extended IP
protocols need to be developed for efficient traffic
engineering of emerging OXC and OADM-based
IP/data networks (see [11, 15] for more detailed
descriptions). Figure 4 illustrates how these vari-
ous entities interwork to achieve this goal.

A few issues particular to the nature of opti-
cal internetworks must be addressed. The most
relevant are the support for bidirectionality in
lightpaths, failure recovery, and signaling for
restoration [12].

Optical channel trails are bidirectional. That
is, the output port selected at an OXC for the
forward direction is also the input port for the
reverse direction of the path. This contrasts with
MPLS environments where LSPs are of a unidi-
rectional nature. Adequate extensions to RSVP
Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) and CR-LDP
are needed to handle this requirement, avoiding
collisions and race conditions that might appear
during the optical channel trail setup phase.

The issue of how to incorporate protection
and restoration at the optical layer — in its mul-
tiple possibilities, ranging from 1+1 optical path
protection, optical channel shared protection
rings (OCh/SPRINGs), or optical mesh-based
shared restoration — and the associated algo-
rithms to compute backup paths and signaling
required to initiate and propagate restoration
events possibly remains the biggest challenge at
this moment. This issue is even more acute when
considering the multilayer implications of peer
models where both MPLS fast rerouting and
optical layer protection/restoration mechanisms
may coexist and interwork. Some initial
approaches to this issue can be found in [10].

CONCLUSIONS
The concept of “Internet time” as shorthand for
the rapid rate of technological innovation in the
Internet is by now well established. We could
argue that in recent years the rate of technologi-
cal innovation in optical components and optical
networks has been even faster than that of the
Internet itself, and that it was a matter of time
until both phenomena converged, giving rise to a
networking revolution that will even further
transform the network infrastructure of the
Internet as we know it.

■ Figure 4. Protocols and algorithms for the control plane of the optical Internet.
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The optical Internet, as the network infra-
structure that will enable the backbones of the
next-generation Internet, is a concept ripe with
potential and promise. It will result from a pow-
erful combination of:
• Optical innovations (ultra-long-reach sys-

tems, flexibly reconfigurable OADMs, and
large-scale OXCs) enabling new network
architectures and unprecedented levels of
bandwidth management

• A distributed control plane (MPlS/GMPLS)
based on “reused and extended” protocols,
algorithms, and software artifacts from
IP/MPLS networks

• Industry groundswell activities continually
pushing “downmarket” technologies (e.g.,
Ethernet) “upmarket”
The two-way ripple effect of technologies

penetrating from the edge to the core and vice
versa, and the associated transformations that
result, represent the keys to unlock the potential
for an optical Internet.

Finally, we glance into a future governed by
“network Darwinism,” wherein only the fittest
networks and network elements survive. Optical
networking systems have evolved in an age of
“Net heads vs. Bell heads” — an era character-
ized by the phenomenal growth of the Internet
and IP, coupled with the more measured growth
of traditional telecommunications services; dis-
parate applications, running over separate net-
works, managed by different organizations.
Current events signal the end of this era. Distinc-
tions have blurred as networks have converged,
and only organizations that marry the two —
IP/data and optical/transport — will survive.
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